
What makes our MDR and TI unique

Validation

We are the fastest in the market = We get straight to the answer: no more triaging, validating, investigating. We 
provide reports with the final investigation results in 10 minutes of any attacker activity, with initial reporting in 1 
minute from our proprietary advancements in AI and automation of the site-wide forensic process.
We are accurate and automated = We have the highest ratio of analytic coverage in the last two MITRE ATT&CK evals. 
That means we have the highest signal-to-noise ratio = We keep you more secure, more thoroughly than any other 
vendor, (no more manual querying and correlating).
We are 10x simpler = One analyst can cover >150,000 endpoints in <40 hours a week.
We are thorough = We have you covered on the network, endpoint and the entire investigation chain as well as from 
the global surface, deep, and dark web arenas. No more blind spots internally or externally.

We are trusted in the industry = Covered in Gartner for our AI innovation; covered in IDC for our behavioral analytics 
and threat intelligence: “latest innovation of AI-enabled cybersecurity solutions, in which they can significantly reduce 
investigation time”; and covered by Forrester for our EDR
Customers love us = 5-star Gartner Peer Insights Review from Fortune 500 firm: “10/10 would recommend for EDR 
meets automated MDR!”
We have the chops = We caught a new Advanced Persistent Threat: Chimera & We helped to shutdown the 
Prometheus ransomware gang by releasing a decryptor
Trusted by Fortune 500 banks
You are covered: “CyCraft’s AI-driven managed detection and response, automated forensics, and security 
visualization showed us the key points and enterprise-wide root cause of all attacks, as well as greatly reduced our 
investigation time.” -- Security Analyst @ Taiwan Customer

Why Financial Customers Pick Us

We continuously stop the most sophisticated financial industry targeted attacks in their infancy
Proactive Deep/Dark/Social Web DLP alerting of leaked credentials, documents, and phishing domains
We take multiple levels of contextual forensic data combined with our proprietary AI and threat intelligence platform 
to get straight to the point, no more alerting mess, just final results of investigations and ability to visualize the 
forensic situation properly 
We aid in GDPR and regional compliance, and highly value privacy: we don’t ever read or access your databases, 
excel sheets, word docs or personal data
Faster, more complete, more accurate end results than any other MDR platform
Great MITRE ATT&CK eval results
We put the customer first: “CyCraft’s customer support provided excellent communication, incident reports and 
response times, leaving us feeling confident and at ease with our security situation.” --Sec Analyst @ Taiwan 
Customer
CyCraft MDR protects the top banks in Taiwan against the most aggressive regional threats = We have deep 
knowledge of, experience with, and ability to defend against the tactics, techniques, procedures and advanced 
persistent threats in Asia that specifically attack the financial industry. We are the MDR/TI choice of over half the 
banks and gov’t in Taiwan and are rapidly growing throughout the Asian region.

CyCraft is a global leader in automated and AI-driven security 
solutions and is the Managed Detection and Response (MDR) 
and Threat Intelligence (TI) provider choice of top banks in 
Asia.

EVERYTHING STARTS FROM SECURITY


